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*all minutes are paraphrased*

7:00 - Meeting Begins (via Zoom)
7:01 - Campaigning Motion Discussion

- Cat and Saia: Introduces the updated motion (see Drive). Motions to debate.
- Sophia: Seconds.
- Bibatshu: Does this mean that we won’t have to delete Instagrams after the campaigning

period ends?
- Ashley: Yes.
- Cat: Any other feedback about the wording of this motion?
- Eddy: Likes the wording of this motion. Agrees with the modifications. Thinks that most

gray areas have been covered with the new wording.
- Cat: Motions to vote.
- Alexandra: Seconds.
- Yea: 16 Nay: 0 Abstain: 4 - Motion is passed!

7:16 - Class Updates
- Class of 2023: meetings with Nathan Baird weekly, bagel table events are going well,

December 9th Spontaneous Fun Day, Bar Nights are going well, gift is in the works.
- Class of 2024: Planning next event: Mary Low Paint and Sip, filled all positions for the

spring, working on parking stuff (doesn’t appear that ticket notifications are going to
happen), Bob Williams wants to reinstate the Security Committee.

- Class of 2025: Laney is the interim co-president, working on bagel event coming up
soon, and doing Instagram takeovers.

- Class of 2026: Getting class council together, working on Class Dinner, starting to think
about Freshman Sophomore Bash, trying to work with Deans to fund/make a grant for
winter clothing or do a clothing drive.

7:24 - Bibatshu Introduction/Chat
- Looking forward to working with everyone in new role. Is open to help and feedback as

well! Wants to continue work on YikYak, Happiness Project, making sure that passed
motions get implemented, and the World Cup streaming is happening now.

- Cat: Wants to meet individually biweekly with class years. Cat will take upperclassmen
and Bibatshu will take underclassmen.

- Alexandra: How can we discuss the Qatar situation re World Cup? Can we make a sign
saying that SGA does not condone the actions of the country, etc.

- Bibatshu: We could do what some of Germany is doing and illegally stream it so that the
major companies and streaming platforms don’t make money off of it. Maybe a big
poster?

- Eddy: Doesn’t want to be too extreme with profanity, but thinks that a poster would be
good.
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- Cat: We should do some research as a group to make sure that we are all in the know
about what is going on and what SGA is saying about it.

7:31 - Working Group Meetings
Meeting Adjourned at the conclusion of each individual working group!


